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Did You Know?...

This iconic London building holds 2,500
MaxiBlue® pumps. One of the many iconic
buildings relying on BlueDiamond® Pumps
around the world.
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Introduction

All BlueDiamond condensate removal products are designed, developed, tooled and
manufactured in house, meeting our strict approach to quality, stemming from our UK
heritage and wide skill base.
Our team of research and design engineers are dedicated to designing a range of pumps and
accessories that not only benefit the end user the installer. Offering a new approach to
efficiently, quietly and reliably remove large quantities of condensate, our R&D department
has an eye for detail, meaning all products purchased are of a very high standard.
From design to packaging ready for distribution, our team takes pride in every single product
dispatched from our warehouse facility. BlueDiamond consistently invests in both training and
development of our team along with new machinery to keep up with ever changing
technology.
Each BlueDiamond product is vigorously tested after the production line, allowing us to ensure
our customers are receiving the best product possibly to the ISO 9001 quality standard.

Rotary Diaphragm

GyRok™ Technology

FSAHLA-

Rotary diaphragm pumps use the Charles Austen patented
technology. The flow of liquid is initiated by an eccentrically
mounted bearing on a drive shaft revolved within a flexible
diaphragm. As the shaft rotates, the bearing flexes the
diaphragm, squeezing liquid through the pump. These
pumps have outstanding self-priming characteristics and
are of a valve-less, seal-less design.
The patented GyRok pumping principle employs a
elastomeric conical diaphragm displaced by a number of
legs positioned annularly around a nutating drive element.
The legs provide control of almost the entire diaphragm,
giving outstanding self-priming characteristics. The pump is
whisper quiet, able to tolerate extended periods of dryrunning and can be mounted in any orientation in a number
of locations, both above and below false ceilings.

Fail safe alarm, a volt free relay designed to switch the AC unit off, but leaves the
pump running continuously when the condensate reaches a critical point in the
reservoir.
High Level Audio is an integral audio and visual alarm. When the condensate is at a
critical point with-in the reservoir the diagnostic light in the pump will switch from
green and will start to flash red with a 2 beep warning every minute. The pump will
continue to operate while in alarm mode
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MicroBlue™

With no additional silencing accessories
required, not only is the MircoBlue™ a silent
running pump but it can also be mounted in
any orientation whilst operating both wet
and dry continuously. The MicroBlue™ is a
dual voltage pump which uses proven
thermistor level sensing technology to
remove the risk of stuck or sunken float
switches.

Performance

17dba

Max flow

Max head

Max suction lift

5 litres/hour

5 metres

2 metres

Flow Rate / L/hr

6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Sensing Options

1

2

3

Head / m

4

5

6

Dimensions (mm)

MicroBlue™ pump available with:

Reservoir sensor
sensor
Reservoir
X85-001 (HLA PACK)
X85-002 (FSA PACK)

Ducting
Kit
Reservoir
sensor
X85-507 (HLA PACK)

Fasciasensor
Kit
Reservoir
40

T18-016

37

150

Installation Options
The MicroBlue™ can be mounted in
any orientation up to 2m away
from the air conditioning unit.

4

5 metres

3

1 Can be fitted inside casing
2 MicroBlue Fascia Kit
3 MicroBlue Ducting Kit

1

4 Mounted Inside Ceiling Cavity
+44 (0)1932 355277
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MiniBlue®

Running either wet or dry, the MiniBlue® is
whisper quiet whilst reliably removing
condensate and debris. Inherently reliable
whilst self priming it gives peristaltic
performance at the price of a piston pump.
The MiniBlue® is small enough to quickly fit
or retro fit into any existing installation,
saving both time and money.
9

21dba

8

Max flow

Max head

Max suction lift

8 litres/hour

8 metres

5 metres

Flow Rate / L/hr

Performance

7
6
5
4
3
2
0

2

4

Head / m

6

8

10

Dimensions (mm)

Sensing Options
MiniBlue® pump available with:

CR Plug
X87-500

55

Temperature
X87-504 sensor

67

Temperature sensor

58

138

The MiniBlue® can be mounted in any
orientation up to 5m away from the
air conditioning unit.

Installation Options
8 metres

5 metres
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MiniBlueR®

The MiniBlue R® has been designed to combine
performance, reliability and installation flexibility.
Compact enough to mount remotely and
incorporate the electronics needed to operate the
unique thermistor controlled reservoir sensor, the
MiniBlue® R operates only when condensate is
present. Supplied with the MiniBlue R® is a ducting
kit which can quickly site and securely mount the
reservoir within a dedicated elbow.
21dba

Max flow

Max head

Max suction lift

8 litres/hour

8 metres

5 metres

Flow Rate / L/hr

9

Performance

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
0

2

4

Head / m

6

8

10

Dimensions (mm)

Sensing Options
MiniBlue® pump available with:

Reservoir sensor
sensor
Reservoir

Ducting
Kit
Reservoir
sensor

X87-509

X87-507
Ø 6.0

67

138

58

The MiniBlue R® can be mounted in any
orientation up to 5m away from the air
conditioning unit.

Installation Options
8 metres

5 metres
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MaxiBlue
e®

Designed for high humidity environments
and with high performance, the MaxiBlue® is
ideally suited for mid range air conditioning
systems. Its exceptional reliability is backed
by a multi year warranty and with class
leading performance/suction lift, the
MaxiBlue® is ideal for installations in
environments that are both demanding and
expensive to access for maintenance.
16

21dba

Max flow

Max head

Max suction lift

14 litres/hour

8 metres

8 metres

Flow Rate / L/hr

Performance

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Sensing Options

2

4

Head / m

6

10

8

Dimensions (mm)

MaxiBlue® pump available with:

Reservoir
Reservoir sensor
sensor

Temperature
X87-702 sensor

DrainStik®
X87-703
67

X87-701

Temperature sensor

58

158

The MaxiBlue® can be mounted in any
orientation up to 8m away from the
air conditioning unit.

Installation Options
8 metres

8 metres
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MegaBlue
Blue
e®

The MegaBlue® has a slimline, lightweight
design and is whisper quiet, it also has the
performance to overcome installation
difficulties and uses the BlueDiamond®
revolutionary patented principle, making it
inherently reliable. With the MegaBlue®
there’s no cost penalty up front but big
savings on installation and in service
beyond.
20

Performance
Max flow

Max head

Max suction lift

50 litres/hour

20 metres

7metres

Flow Rate / L/hr

23 dba

16
12

8
4

0

Sensing Options

X87-813

20

30

Head / m

40

50

60

Dimensions (mm)

MegaBlue® pump available with:

Reservoir
Reservoir sensor
sensor

10

Temperature sensor
Temperature
X87-814 sensor

Mains Lead
Length 2m

bing
on Tu
le Silic
Flexib 0mm Long
12

DrianStik®
X87-820

Alarm Lead
Length 0.4m

6.0

68

234

58

The MegaBlue® can be mounted in any
orientation up to 7m away from the air
conditioning unit.

Installation Options
20 metres

7 metres
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Multitank
The MultiTank is favoured among architects and
design consultants and is available for using with
either MegaBlue® or MaxiBlue® pumps. The tank
incorporates an energy efficient solid state level
sensor which eliminates the use of moving floats which often become stuck. By manifolding a
number of fan coil units into the 1.5L MultiTank, it
offers the installer complete flexibility surrounding
any multi-unit installation.

Revolutionary Sensory Technology

Dimensions (mm)

105

355
180

110

171

With no moving parts the MultiTank offers a reliable
alternative to stuck or sunken float switches.
Incorporating our patented and proven thermistor
technology the hi-low solid state level sensor only
runs the pump when condensate is produced. With
no moving parts to become clogged or stuck it is an
ideal alternative to existing float switches.

127

Option 1: MultiTank with MaxiBlue®

Option 2: MultiTank with MegaBlue®

Designed for high lift applications (8m) the
MultiTank and MaxiBlue® make an ideal
combination. Quiet enough for ceiling mounting
and powerful enough for remote location makes
a wide variety of installation possibilities a lot
faster and simpler.

Offering
exceptional
performance
the
MegaBlue® can remove condensate far away
and fast. With a head of 20m (6 storeys!) the
MultiTank with MegaBlue® can be used as a
remote central collection point for condensate
drainage.
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Sensing Options
Sensing Options

MicroBlue® MiniBlue® MiniBlue®R MaxiBlue® MegaBlue® ArctikBlue®

Temperature
sensor
S12-002

DrainStik ®
S12-004

CR Plug
P02-048

MaxiBlue
Reservoir
C21-013

®

MegaBlue®
Reservoir
C21-008

Accessories

MicroBlue® MiniBlue® MiniBlueR® MaxiBlue® MegaBlue® ArctikBlue®

5m Cable
extension
C13-103
Rigid
Step Adapter
C01-226
Flexible
Step Adapter
C01-231

Multi Tank
C21-014

Mounting Feet
F10-011

Elbow Kit
T18-007

Facsia Kit
T18-016

Arctik Tubing
T01-101

+44 (0)1932 355277
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ArctikBlue®
Proven in service the ArctikBlue®
incorporates the MegaBlue® pump in a
tough steel tray. Eliminating stuck float
switches, the use of the BlueDiamond®
thermistor
technology
quickly
and
efficiently removes all the condensate from
the diary pan, reducing the conditions that
allow organic growth to build up and block
drains.

Performance
Max flow

Max head

50 litres/hour

20 metres

Water Tank Cap.

Pump on/off vol.

Alarm on vol.

4.1 Litres

90ml

3600ml
20

Flow Rate / L/hr

Arctik Tubing
Reservoir
sensor
T01-101

16
12

8
4

0

Applications

10

20

30

Head / m

40

50

60

Low profile
Easy to install
Self priming
Can remove sludge and slurry
Fault free sensing
Easy and simple to fit
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Dimensions (mm)

Alarm signal

Max Alarm rating

0 volt relay

5A 250v AC

Optional Top Entry Port

Input voltage

Ø 40 ID Inlet Push
Fit Connector

87

230v AC, 60 Hz
Inlet Fitting
0

43

30

5

Outlet Fitting

Ø 40mm ID push
fit connector

Ø 12 OD Outlet
Hose Tail
*Stepped to 3 sizes

Ø 12mmOD hose tail
stepped 3 sizes
Ø 9.5mm (5/8”)
Ø
OD(1/2”)
hose tail
Ø12mm
12.7mm
Stepped
3 sizes
Ø 15.5mm
(3/8”)
9.5mm (3/8”)
12.7mm (1/2”)
15.5mm (5/8”)

Thermistor Sensor (Energy Efficient)
The presence of condensate trips the hi-low soild state level sensors
to switch pump on/off. Runs pump only when condensate is
produced. Alarm shuts off case in fault mode, restarts when clear.
The slim filter probe, which houses the water sensors and high level
alarm has no moving parts to become clogged or stuck it is an ideal
alternative to existing float switches.

Filteration
Protecting the sensors is our swap out guard, the filter element can
be changed over as a complete assembly during preventative
maintenance service schedules. The main tray is also protected
against objects larger than Ø2.5mm allowing the pump to remove
condensate, sludge and slury
Designed for use in multideck and
dairy cabinet condensate removal, the
‘ArctikBlue Swap Out Kit’ incorporates
the ultra-reliable Rotary Diaphragm
technology.
Removing up to 50 litres of water per
hour at a maximum working head of
20 metres, the ArctikBlue is able to run
dry or self-prime, meaning it can be
sited above any pipe work and away
from hazardous areas.
+44 (0)1932 355277
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Why upgrade to
GyRok™ Technology
Piston pumps:
Small enough to be located within
the AC Case
A low cost solution
Performance from a compact design

GyRok™ Technology offers all these
advantages plus:
Pump is silent running, with no additional
silencer device required.
Pump can continuously run dry, with no
syphoning device to install or premature
failures.
Electronic sensing technology , eliminates
stuck float switches
Reliability supported by a 3 year warranty
Quick and easy, 2 piece assemble with no `
additional extras to ensure correct pump
installation/ operation

+44 (0)1932 355277
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Why upgrade to
Rotary Diaphragm
Peristaltic pumps:
Have the ability to run dry, pumping a
mixture of air and water
Can be mounted remotely, offering
easier and more installation possiblities

Rotary Diaphragm offers these
advantages plus:
No tubing to replace at frequent
intervals, Rotary Diaphragm technology is service
and maintenance free.
Synchronous motor technology offers
more compact pump without sound complaints
from gearbox motor.
Installation is easy, no mounting bracket
required and able to mount in any
orientation
Low cost alternative to peristaltic pumps

+44 (0)1932 355277
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Guide
Industry

Installation

Remotley

Ducting

In Unit

17 21 21 21 23 23

ArctikBlue®

Sound (dba)

MegaBlue®

2 5 5 8 7

MaxiBlue®

Max Lift (m)

MiniBlue® R

5 8 8 8 20 20

MiniBlue®

Max Head (m)

5 8 8 14 50 50

MicroBlue®

Max Flow (L/hr)

14 - 50 KW

8 - 14 KW

5 - 8 KW

3.5 - 5 KW

3.5 KW

Refrigeration

Air Conditioning

BlueDiamond®
pump selector
guide

Performance

Unit

OEM
Charles Austen is also a manufacturer of OEM
pumps that can be tailor made to any application
with in house design and manufacturing

Contact us if you have any OEM or bespoke
condensate removal requirements
+44 (0)1932 355277
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